Current 3D body scanners based on structured light principle are expensive and somewhat bulky machines which limits their wider spread. One of the factors driving the scanner cost up is the requirement to synchronize projector and camera which requires either expensive system components a costly customized hardware synchronization solution. We propose a software solution to the projector-camera synchronization problem which enables construction of low-cost 3D scanner using common commercial off-the-shelf components only: a projector, a camera, and a computer. We also propose a simple calibration procedure for precise measurement of delay time which is necessary to achieve proper synchronization. We have developed a prototype system for 3D human body scanning using the proposed approach which achieves projector-camera synchronization and enables data acquisition at 30 FPS.
Introduction
Structured light 3D scanners are comprised of two main components: a projector and a camera. The task of the former is to project one or more patterns onto the scanned object whereas the role of the later is to acquire the corresponding images. By combining commercial off-the-shelf camera and projector one should therefore be able to quickly assemble a low-cost 3D scanner based on the structured light principle. For this to be possible the problem of projector-camera synchronization [1] must be solved first: a projected structured light (SL) pattern must not change during image acquisition. Additionally, the projector-camera synchronization must be implemented in a way which enables fast acquisition rates. For most applications, 3D body scanning included, both requirements are essential. Hence, solving the synchronization problem is necessary for successful 3D scanning [2] .
Approaches to the synchronization problem in structured light scanning may be divided into three distinct groups: (a) hardware-based synchronization approaches [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] ; (b) software-based synchronization approaches [1, 16, 17, 18] ; and (c) no-synchronization approaches [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] . (Most notably, some works which stress the importance of projector-camera synchronization omit the details about how the synchronization is implemented [17, 18, 24] .)
Hardware-base solutions to the synchronization problem use hardware to trigger the camera synchronously to the pattern projection. In [2, 3, 4] a standard analog video-genlock [25] is used; such solutions are limited to standard broadcasting acquisition rates of 25 or 30 FPS. In [5, 6, 7, 13, 14] a camera having an external trigger input is used; the camera is then triggered by a synchronization pulse output by the projector or an external synchronization/triggering circuit. Acquisitions speeds of such custom solutions are not limited to broadcasting rates; in [7] a 3000 FPS for 3D data is reported. Beside these somewhat standard solutions custom hardware designs which achieve high acquisition speeds are also proposed: S. Zhang et al. present a custom solution for synchronizing DLP projectors reporting 120 FPS image acquisition rate (40 FPS for 3D data) in [8, 9] ; this is later extended first to 240 FPS (120 for 3D) in [10] and finally to 2000 FPS (667 for 3D) in [11] . Overall, hardware-based solutions are proposed often as they enable reliable synchronization and offer fast acquisition rates at the cost of additional synchronization/triggering circuits. We note that synchronizing the camera to the video signal alone using an external triggering circuit disregards the inherent input lag [26] of the projector which therefore must be precisely measured to truly synchronize the acquisition system. Therefore, the proper hardware synchronization requires a specialized projector as nowadays most common commercial off-the-shelf projectors (especially low-cost ones) do not have input/output connections for easy synchronization with other devices.
Software-based solutions to the synchronization problem are not often described in the literature despite the fact that there exists a large body of work devoted both to aligning unsynchronized video streams and to synchronizing multiple cameras. Software-based approaches described in the literature [16, 1, 17, 18 ] utilize a personal computer or a microcontroller to drive both the projector and the camera, which are then synchronized in software only. The simplest possible scheme is described in [16] where the system uses prolonged wait intervals between projecting and acquiring an image; although simple such an approach is flawed as it significantly extends the duration of the acquisition process. In [1] Jaeggli et al. propose a simple method for coarse measurement of projector-camera delay time and describe a better scheme where the camera acts as a synchronization source. Both [17, 18] state the projector and camera are synchronized in software but omit the implementation details. Surprisingly, software based projector-camera synchronization in structured light applications has never been investigated up to a performance comparable to the hardware-based solutions.
No-synchronization approaches impose certain limitations which make the projector-camera synchronization unnecessary [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] . The simplest approach is a static SL pattern; examples include Microsoft Kinect [19] , Google Project Tango [20] , and Structure Sensor [21] . Static pattern also enables fast acquisition rates: in [22] it is used to achieve 1000 FPS. Drawbacks of a static pattern are reduced spatial resolution and precision compared to non-static patterns. Furthermore, the projector must project a constant image, therefore low-cost DLP projectors which use time-multiplexing projection are inherently ill-suited for such approaches. A different approach is proposed by Moreno et al. [23] where an imaging model of a rolling-shutter camera is used to retrieve the timing information from the distortions of the recorded Gray-code pattern; such an approach is quite complex as it requires substantial computational power to retrieve the 3D data. Due to necessary limitations which are imposed on system components by no-synchronization approaches there are of interest only in applications where fast acquisition is more important than reduction in spatial resolution and precision.
Nowadays general purpose computers and microcontrollers have the capabilities to measure time intervals with precision and accuracy both in the order of microseconds, which is more than sufficient for software-only projector-camera synchronization. We propose a software-based projector-camera synchronization approach which utilizes common commercial off-the-shelf components, a projector, a camera and a desktop PC. The proposed approach uses a vertical blank (VBLANK) interrupt as a master timing signal which controls both the projector and the camera. We also propose a simple measurement scheme for high-precision measurement of projector-camera delay. A developed prototype using the proposed synchronization approach achieves acquisition speed of 30 FPS, which is typical for non-custom hardware solutions, while removing one of the components of such hardware solutions, a separate synchronization/triggering board. Compared to previous works on software synchronization [16, 1, 17, 18] : (1) we propose to use a VBLANK interrupt as a master timing signal, which is a natural choice and simplifies the implementation; and (2) we propose a measurement scheme for high-precision measurement of projector-camera delay which requires no additional equipment. To the best of our knowledge, this is a first study which reports software-synchronization in SL which achieves acquisition rates comparable to hardware solutions. This article is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the software-based synchronization approach. In Section 3 we describe the developed prototype, present obtained experimental results and provide discussion. We conclude in Section 4.
Software Synchronization
During 3D scanning a SL pattern is projected by the projector; each of projected pattern images must then be synchronously captured by the camera. When implementing a software-based synchronization one of the system components, i.e. a projector, a camera, or a computer, must be chosen as a synchronization source to which all other components are then slaved. A natural choice of the master timing signal is a computer (or a microcontroller) which controls both the projector and the camera.
A key insight required to synchronize the camera to the projector using software only is a fact that almost all video display adapters generate a VBLANK interrupt which is normally used to synchronize graphics rendering. Therefore, if the video display adapter drives the projector then the generated VBLANK interrupts are always synchronized to the projected images (disregarding a constant input lag) and may be used to trigger the camera in software only. We note that using VBLANK for synchronization is in principle identical to external triggering/synchronization circuits which trigger the camera synchronously to the vertical synchronization pulse (VSYNC) of the video signal.
High-Resolution Time Measurement
A necessary prerequisite for software-only synchronization is the ability of the controlling unit, a computer or a microcontroller, to precisely measure time intervals: the controlling unit must have a high-resolution timer. All modern processors have this ability, e.g. a time stamp counter on x86/x86-64 processors [27] and constant frequency counters of Arm processor family, to name but a few. Therefore, time interval measurement with microsecond precision in software only is possible without external timekeeping devices.
The proposed software synchronization solution performs high-resolution time measurements as follows: (1) VBLANK interrupts are always counted and are used for coarse timing tasks, and (2) high-resolution timers are used to precisely trigger the camera some predetermined time after the VBLANK interrupt.
A crucial requirement for software synchronization to work is: the synchronizing computer must have sufficient processing power for all crucial tasks it must perform. The tasks are: (a) pattern rendering; (b) image acquisition; and (c) precise timing of all actions using VBLANK interrupts and high-resolution timers. For example, if projector and camera operate at 60 FPS then the computer must be capable of preparing one pattern image and of processing one captured image in time which is significantly shorter than 16.67 ms (1/60 s), especially if a non-real time operating system is used. This requirement is easily fulfilled by most of modern personal computers.
Camera and Projector Delays
Although video display hardware generates VBLANK interrupts synchronously with the projected SL pattern images there exists a problem of an unknown delay between the VBLANK interrupt and the time the pattern image is projected by the projector; let ‫ݐ‬ denote this delay of the projector. There is also an unknown delay between the camera software trigger and the start of frame integration; let ‫ݐ‬ denote this delay of the camera. Frame acquisition must be started as soon as possible after the pattern image is projected, therefore the software trigger must be sent to the camera no sooner than ‫ݐ‬ after the corresponding VBLANK interrupt, where ‫ݐ‬ = ‫ݐ‬ − ‫ݐ‬ . In other words, camera software triggers must be scheduled for execution at ‫ݐ‬ time after corresponding VBLANK interrupts.
Delay times ‫ݐ‬ and ‫ݐ‬ are difficult to measure; measuring them requires expensive measuring equipment. However, we note that the delay ‫ݐ‬ is sufficient to fully synchronize the acquisition system. We propose a convenient approach for measuring the delay ‫ݐ‬ using the same projector, camera, and computer together with a simple white board making expensive time-measuring equipment unnecessary. The only requirement is that the camera exposure time ‫ݐ‬ ா can be set to a value larger than ‫ݐ‬ + ‫ݐ‬ , where ‫ݐ‬ is the display refresh time (inverse of projector's display refresh rate). To measure ‫ݐ‬ only three images of the whiteboard illuminated by the projector have to be recorded by projecting patterns as shown in Fig. 1 . For the first image we project an all-white pattern and compute the average white intensity ‫ܫ‬ ௐ for the illuminated area of the whiteboard only. Then we project an all-black pattern and compute the average black intensity ‫ܫ‬ for the same area. For the last acquisition we record the transition from all-black to all-white pattern as follows: (1) prior to the VBLANK interrupt an all-black pattern is projected; (2) at the same VBLANK interrupt the camera is triggered; and (3) at the VBLANK interrupt the pattern is switched from all-black to all-white. Denote by ‫ܫ‬ ௐ the average image intensity observed for the transition from all-black to all-white pattern for the same area. Then, under the assumption of constant delay times ‫ݐ‬ and ‫ݐ‬ , the observed intensities and frame integration times satisfy the following equation:
The delay time ‫ݐ‬ is then obtained using (2) Note that Eq. (2) measures the delay time ‫ݐ‬ indirectly by measuring intensities; as modern cameras usually have much more than one million pixels which are averaged in ‫ܫ‬ ௐ , ‫ܫ‬ , and ‫ܫ‬ ௐ the delay time ‫ݐ‬ is effectively measured with a microsecond resolution.
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Software Architecture
The tasks which need to be executed in software are: (1) rendering pattern images; (2) presenting pattern images; (3) triggering the camera; (4) transferring the data from the camera; and (5) pattern decoding and 3D reconstruction. Many of these tasks may be executed concurrently so we propose a multithreaded design using several threads with carefully assigned thread priorities as listed in Table 1 . The 3D reconstruction thread may be omitted if the acquired data is analyzed off-line. The image transfer thread is almost always implemented by a camera SDK. The threads which must be implemented and which we will describe in more details are the image rendering thread and the image acquisition thread. We have implemented the logic of the image rendering and the image acquisition threads using simple finite state machines which operate as illustrated by the timing diagram in Fig. 2 . The image rendering thread executes its tasks at each VBLANK interrupt as follows: (a) if the remaining time to the next camera trigger is shorter than ‫ݐ‬ then alert the image acquisition thread; (b) immediately after one frame is presented render the next frame; and (c) present the next frame at the first possible VBLANK only after the image acquisition thread sends the notification that previous acquisition succeeded. The image acquisition thread waits to be alerted by the image rendering thread and executes its tasks as follows: (a) if the next frame is presented then continuously measure time using high-resolution timer and trigger the camera ‫ݐ‬ after VBLANK; and (b) once the frame is acquired notify the image rendering thread. The maximum achievable acquisition frame rate when using the proposed software architecture is (3) where ‫ݐ‬ is the delay time, ‫ݐ‬ ா is the camera exposure time, ‫ݐ‬ ோ is the frame readout and data transfer time, and ‫ݐ‬ ை is the unavoidable overhead time to the next VBLANK interrupt (see Fig. 2 ).
Most common operating systems today are not real-time systems and may lack an application programming interface which offers sufficient precision to execute the camera trigger exactly ‫ݐ‬ after the corresponding VBLANK interrupt. As no such problem exists with the VBLANK interrupt we use the image rendering thread to alert the image acquisition thread at the VBLANK interrupt exactly preceding the moment when camera must be triggered. Then the image acquisition thread spinlocks to precisely determine the moment when the trigger must be sent (note that using a spinlock is not allowed if a single-core processor is used).
Due to inherent constraints of non real-time operating systems the proposed architecture is by design causal: if any of the tasks which are shown in Fig. 2 take more than the anticipated time then the data acquisition will not fail but will simply be prolonged for the unexpected delay. Therefore, the proposed acquisition scheme is robust in the sense that frames can never be dropped. Taking this into consideration Eq. (3) gives the expected frame rate in normal operating conditions only; in some exceptionally rare circumstances the actual frame rate may be lower.
Equipment Limitations
Three major components of the system are projector, camera and computer. Here we list most important limitations when selecting from among common commercial off-the-shelf components.
Low-cost projectors today most commonly use one of DLP, LCD or LCoS technologies. To achieve color projection DLP uses time-multiplexing while LCD and LCoS use spatial multiplexing. The use of time-multiplexing in DLP projectors imposes a condition on camera exposure time: the camera exposure time ‫ݐ‬ ா must always be set to a multiple of projector's display refresh time ‫ݐ‬ , otherwise the acquired image will exhibit the unwanted rainbow effect. No such limitations exist for LCD and LCoS projectors. The proposed software synchronization approach is applicable to all three types of projectors if the exposure condition is satisfied for the DLP projectors.
Selected camera must have the capability to be triggered using software only. This requirement rules out the cheapest cameras which all have a fixed internal trigger.
Selected computer or microcontroller must be capable of measuring time in high-resolution, i.e. in order of microseconds or better. In-built time measuring devices are implemented as counters; however, one must carefully select a device in which the counter counts ticks of a constant frequency source. We have already mentioned the TSC counter of the x86/x86-64 processor family; some older processor models have TSC which uses a non-invariant frequency source and therefore cannot be used for reliable time measurements with microsecond resolution (see [27] for details).
Results and Discussion

System Prototype
We have constructed a low-cost 3D human body scanner comprised of off-the-shelf components: a short-throw DLP projector (Mitsubishi EW230U-ST), two USB3 Vision cameras (PointGray Grasshopper3 23S6C) equipped with wide-angle lenses (Kowa LM8HC), and a personal computer (Intel Core i5-4590@3.30GHz running Microsoft Windows). The DLP projector and cameras are mounted on a simple vertical pole placed on a wheel-cart to make the scanner easy to use (Fig. 3) . We have implemented the proposed software based synchronization for the Microsoft Windows operating system. Microsoft's DirectX Graphics Infrastructure (DXGI) [28] is used to wait on the VBLANK interrupt via IDXGIOutput::WaitForVBlank method; this provides coarse timekeeping. Windows QPC API is used to access the TSC register of x86/x86-64 processors for high-resolution timekeeping which is implemented using a spinlock mechanism.
The developed system may use any structured light pattern sequence, however, we have implemented one of the most popular SL strategies for the 3D reconstruction, Gray code and phase shifting combination (GC+PS) [29] . The implementation offers both 3D reconstruction and visualization and is therefore a complete 3D human body scanning solution which demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed approach.
The system was calibrated using the modified method of Moreno and Taubin [30] where the Gray code SL pattern was replaced by the combination of Gray code and phase-shifted fringe and where a square calibration pattern was replaced with a circle pattern (see Fig. 3d ). The delay time ‫ݐ‬ of the system was measured using procedure described in Section 2.2. at 16.804 ms. Note that this quite fast delay is achieved only when the projector is set to 3D frame sequential 1280×800@119.909Hz mode; using a non-3D mode raises the delay time to a standard 30-42 ms depending on the refresh rate used. The camera exposure time ‫ݐ‬ ா was set to 8.340 ms, which corresponds to one rotation of the color wheel of the DLP projector in 1280×800@119.909Hz mode. The readout and data transfer time ‫ݐ‬ ோ is shorter than 7 ms so ‫ݐ‬ + ‫ݐ‬ ா + ‫ݐ‬ ோ is 32.144 ms, which is less than the limit of 33.333 ms required for 30 FPS. The developed prototype acquires images with the rate of 30 FPS. Note how dark clothes significantly affect the reconstruction which is quite noisy.
Experimental Recordings
We have recorded a mannequin and human volunteers using a GC+PS pattern. We have used 8 images (shifts) of a sine pattern for the phase shifting part and 8 images for the Gray code part making a total of 16 images. Considering the projector-camera synchronization is achieved successfully at 30 FPS, the entire scanning of 16 images using GC+PS takes approximately half a second.
Reconstruction of a mannequin is shown in Fig. 4 while reconstructions of human volunteers are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. Note that the mannequin is pure white and is therefore easy to reconstruct while human volunteers have clothing ranging from bright to dark colors. The reconstructions shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7 are typically for GC+PS pattern. For a successfully 3D human body scanning the subject should wear bright clothing to obtain best possible reconstruction results; wearing dark clothes significantly impacts reconstruction results as is visible in Fig. 7 .
Discussion
In the proposed software synchronization scheme the VBLANK interrupt is used as the master timing signal. Hence, using a projector with high refresh rates is a critical prerequisite to enable fast acquisi- tion rate. The Mitsubishi EW230U-ST projector has a native refresh rate of 120 Hz; if every projected image was captured then the acquisition rate would be 120 images per second, however, the causal design requires 4 VBLANK interrupts per one acquisition cycle and wastes 3 VBLANK interrupts. This overhead was purposefully introduced to allow for non-real time operating systems: the acquisition of previous frame must succeed before the next structured light pattern image is projected. The advantage gained is that any unexpected stalls during the program execution require no special action whatsoever. When an unexpected stall occurs in practice the affected frame simply takes some additional VBLANK interrupts which users cannot notice. We note that using a true real-time operating system effectively eliminates the possibility of unexpected stalls and enables a more efficient pipelined acquisition architecture where the camera is triggered before the sensor readout and data transfer of previous frame are complete. Such pipelined architecture effectively eliminates the delay time ‫ݐ‬ from Eq. (3) and therefore enables faster acquisition rates.
The VBLANK interrupt is the master timing signal, hence the projector must be as fast as possible; the camera only needs to achieve the frame-rate indicated by Eq. (3). A critical limiting factor for the overall acquisition rate is the input lag [26] of the projector which is the major factor of the delay time ‫ݐ‬ (camera delay ‫ݐ‬ is usually much smaller than 1 ms). Therefore, when designing a SL scanner using the proposed approach one should first select a fast projector with smallest possible input lag and then match all remaining components to the projector.
We have used a SL pattern comprised of 16 images to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed software-only synchronization: the achieved 30 FPS for the image data is reduced to 1.9 FPS for the 3D data if continuous acquisition is required. Naturally, shortening the SL pattern would increase the 3D acquisition speed. The shortest possible pattern of one image would allow the same acquisition rate for both image and 3D data. A good single-image SL pattern should use color and should enable dense 3D reconstruction; a good choice is the recently proposed one-image colored SL pattern [31] .
Conclusion
We have proposed a simple software only approach to projector-camera synchronization for structured light scanning which simplifies 3D scanner construction as it makes a separate external synchronization/triggering circuit unnecessary. We have also proposed a simple method to precisely measure the delay time of the acquisition system which does not require any additional hardware.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach we have developed a prototype system for 3D human body scanning which uses common commercial off-the-shelf components: a projector, a camera, and a desktop PC. The developed system achieves acquisition rate of 30 FPS which is comparable to standard hardware solutions.
For future work we will investigate possibilities of a non-causal software architecture for synchronization and will combine it with a pipelined projection and acquisition. When combined together those extensions could offer faster acquisition speeds than the currently achieved 30 FPS at the cost of reduced system reliability due to frame drops.
